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1. Context

When asked what he wishes to transmit to his composition 
students John Rea responds that he incites them to find the “lively 
tensions” within the material (sound and instrumental texture), 
the bare bones (musical structure), the colouration (harmony 
and texture), and the result which is sought.
 
Although all these aspects are interrelated, the choice of 
instruments is often one of the first stages in the creative process. 
Composers carefully select the types of sound which will provide 
the “basic material” of their work.  Several artists in search of 
new tones do not hesitate to call upon instruments from other 
countries, as well as asking the performers to modify their 
techniques to produce unusual tonalities.

In his work Médiator (…pincer la musique aujourd’hui…) written 
for mandolin, guitar, unspecified plucked string instruments, 
piano, violins and cello, John Rea explores new manners to 
produce sounds with plectrums (in French, “médiator“ is another 
word for “plectrum“). He takes his inspiration from certain string 
instruments such as the biwa (Japanese origin) which is played 
with a large fan-shaped plectrum. The performer uses it to pluck 
the strings, strike the sounding board (creating a very dry sound), 
or rub the strings to produce a rustling effect. In Médiator, the 
composer also modifies the traditional performance techniques, 
for example having the musicians hold the violin like a guitar and 
pluck the strings with a pick.

John Rea describes the work as being a “musical journey, a 
testimony of admiration for Asian music which is also found 
in my other works. Just as the pick creates a link between the 
hand and the strings, Médiator aims to be an attempt at friendly 
communication between our traditional musical instruments and 
certain sounds and movements of music from the Far East.“

The following activity is inspired by diverse elements of John 
Rea’s artistic approach: the search for unusual tonalities by using 
novel instrumental techniques, the theme of transformation, 
as well as title of the works Médiator (…pincer la musique 
aujourd’hui...); Pincer, penser, chanter; Homme Papillon. Finally, 
the leitmotif is extracted from Médiator (…pincer la musique 
aujourd’hui…).

Primary

What is a plectrum?

Plectrum:
A small flat tool used to pluck or strum a stringed 
instrument. For hand-held instruments such as 
guitars and mandolins, the plectrum is often 
called a pick, and is a separate tool held in the 
performer’s hand.

Materials:
Tortoiseshell, wood (ringing, muffled sound), 
coconut shell, horn, bone, mammoth ivory, shell, 
amber (fossilized resin), metal (brilliant sound), 
rock sound, felt tips, leather, plastic bands.

Some ancient string instruments that use 
plectrums:

 • Biwa (Japan): played with a very large fan- 
 shaped plectrum (bachi) made of very sturdy  
 wood.
 Eg:  www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnt4CSZVJy8
 • Sitar (India): metallic plectrum (mizrab)
 • Bouzouki (Greece): mandolin, mandole
 • Balalaïka (Russia): plectrum made of horn
 • Oud (Turkey), saz (Turkey, Balkans, Armenia):  
 very flexible cow’s horn
 •  Harpsichord (Italy): crow’s feather or plastic  
 plectrum.  
 
    Famous guitarists who use original plectrums:
 • Brian May (guitarist from Queen): uses a coin
 • Django Reinhardt (guitarist of manouche   
 style jazz): tortoiseshell

I. Médiator (…pincer la musique aujourd’hui…)
Exploring ways to create sound
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2. Creation/ improvisation

Level: primary, grades 1 to 4
Music excerpts: tracks 1, 2 and 3
Reproducible forms : RF1 Adding sound to a story
Materials: various recycled objects which can be used to construct blown, struck, shaken, rubbed, plucked and sung 
musical instruments (bottles, coffee cans, elastics, cardboard boxes, tissue boxes, rice or dried beans, pieces of wood, 
sand paper, balloons etc.)

1. The teacher explains that one of the first things that John Rea does before starting a new composition is choosing 
the types of tones that will become the basis of the work. The teacher presents various modes of sound production:

• Blown sounds
• Knocking sounds
• Shaking sounds
• Rubbing sounds
• Sung sounds
• Plucked sounds

The teacher can encourage students with questions such as:
• How do we produce sound with a flute, a drum, a guitar (...)?
• Can we knock on a flute or blow on a drum?

2. The class is divided into six groups. Each group is assigned a different mode of sound production which are to be 
explored either with sound-making objects found in the class or by constructing a musical instrument with the 
recycled materials.

3. The teacher announces that they will read the story of Plector    RF1    . According to the mode of sound production 
assigned to them, each group will have to guess which character it will be associated with:

• The wind (blown)
• The hammer (knocked)
• The squirrel (shaken)
• The criquet (rubbed)
• The owl (sung)
• Plector (plucked)

4. The teacher explains that Plector has his own music theme or leitmotif. The class listens to the theme of Plector 
track 1, taken from John Rea’s work Médiator (…pincer la musique aujourd’hui…). The students then sing or play the 
Plector leitmotif:

• Original tone:

• Transposed tone:
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5.   Once again the class listens to the story and the students voice the various parts with the invented instruments, 
following the musical indications in the text:
• Plector leitmotif
• Improvisation of the various characters according to the suitable sound production mode
• Final improvisations

3. Appreciation

Level : primary, grades 1 to 4
Music excerpt: track 2

1. The teacher explains that the leitmotif of Plector is taken from John Rea’s work, Médiator (…Pincer la musique 
aujourd’hui…). The teacher can say something about the work (see “Context.”)

2. The class listens to the musical excerpt  track 2  and the students are asked to identify the Plector leitmotif. They can 
then sing the theme.

3. The students are asked which family of instruments are played in Médiator (…Pincer la musique aujourd’hui…). What 
is the sound production mode?
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= Sung leitmotif and/or musical improvisation according to the sound production mode

Plector Leitmotif 

Plector is a caterpillar unlike others, as for a long time he dreams of playing music. On a beautiful morning he sets out 
in search of sounds to create his own melody.

As soon as he lifts the leaf that is sheltering him a soft whistling sound caresses his ears.

Improvisation 1: Wind (blowing sounds)

Plector says: “Hello! Who is making this beautiful music?“
An airy voice answers: “It is I, the wind.“

Improvisation 1: Wind (blowing sounds)

The caterpillar asks: “How do you create these beautiful sounds?”
The wind replies: “I simply breathe, that’s all.”
Plector tries, but he is unable to blow like the wind.

 Improvisation 2: Blowing awkwardly 

He goes on his way, in search of other sounds.

Plector Leitmotif

The hammer grabs Plector’s attention.

Improvisation 3: Hammer (knocking sounds)

He approaches and says: “Hello! Who is making this beautiful music?“ 
A hard-hitting voice replies: “It is I, the hammer.”

 Improvisation 3: Hammer (knocking sounds)

The caterpillar asks: “How do you create these sounds?”
The hammer replies: “I simply bang on nails.”
Plector tries, but he can’t bang like the hammer.

Improvisation 4 : Knocking awkwardly

Again he goes on his way, in search of other sounds.

Reproducible forms 

Story for illustrating 
sound production

RF1 Plector and the search for musical sounds
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 Plector Leitmotif
A while later a lively beat entices Plector to dance.

 Improvisation 5: squirrel (shaking sounds)

Because this sound comes from a tree, he looks up and asks: :”Hello! Who is making this beautiful music?” 
A shaky voice replies: “It is I, the squirrel.”

  Improvisation 5: squirrel (shaking sounds)

The caterpillar asks: “How do you create these sounds?” 
The squirrel replies: “I simply shake my walnut.”
Plector tries, but he can’t shake a walnut like the squirrel.

 Improvisation 6 : Shaking awkwardly

He continues his way looking for other sounds

 Plector leitmotif

The sun sets but it is still very hot.
A chirring sound attracts Plector’s attention to the bushes.

Improvisation 7: Cricket (rubbing sounds)

He draws near and says: “Good evening! Who is making this beautiful music?” 
A grating voice replies: “It is I, the cricket.”

 Improvisation 7: Cricket (rubbing sounds)

The caterpillar asks: “How do you create these sounds?”
The cricket replies: “I simply rub my legs on my wings.”
Plector tries, but as he does not have wings he is unable to create sounds like the cricket. 

Improvisation 8: Rubbing awkwardly

Night has fallen, but Plector continues on his way.

 Plector leitmotif

A hooting sound makes him jump.

 Improvisation 9: Owl (sung sounds)

He draws near and says: “Who, who! Who is making this beautiful music?”
A high-pitched voice replies: “It is I, the owl.”

Improvisation 9 : Owl (sung sounds)

The caterpillar asks: “How do you create these sounds?”
The owl replies: “I simply sing.”
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Plector tries, but he cannot sing like the owl.

 Improvisation 10: Singing awkwardly

Plector continues on his way all night long.

Plector leitmotif (much slower as it is nighttime)

By dawn he is very tired.

 Plector leitmotif (even slower due to his fatigue) 

As he really wants to sleep, he stops on a leaf and begins to spin a cocoon. The spikes which cover his body are at-
tached to fine strings.

 Improvisation 11: Plucking strings slowly and softly

Our friend is very surprised to hear twinkling musical notes spinning around him. He realizes that he is producing these 
magnificent sounds! The silk threads vibrate when spikes, like plectrums, pluck strings. The more he moves, the more the 
music livens up.

 Improvisation 12: Plucking strings faster

He wriggles so much that the music becomes intoxicating.

 Improvisation 13: Plucking strings frenziedly

He is so thrilled that he feels that he wants to fly away. Suddenly,  this is exactly what happens. A gust of wind lifts him 
over the trees.

Improvisation 14 : Ascending glissando on a glockenspiel

His heart swells with joy as he realizes that he is free, the music has transformed him into a magnificent butterfly with 
multicoloured wings. Plector has finally discovered how to make his own music and from the sky, he can now hear all the 
music in the world!

Improvisation 15: all the instruments + students who sing:
I found my music, It makes me happy

      I            found       my                mu          -sic,    It          makes      me          hap          -py 




